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Pamela Mar 
Nanaimo Historical Society. Thursday, September 8, 1994, at the society's regular meeting. The 
guest speaker tonight is Mr. Arthur Leynard, former city engineer, and Mrs. Daphne Paterson, a 
past president of the society. Their subject: early exploration of Nanaimo and the Vancouver 
Island area. 
 
[recording stops and restarts] 
 
Daphne Paterson 
There's not much whimsy about archeology, so the only title I could come up with to talk about 
archeology in Nanaimo was "The Flaking Game" - apologies to everybody else. But archeology 
is the scientific study of ancient cultures, learned behaviour which is expressed through language 
and activity. Archeologists are skilled in recognizing, analyzing, and interpreting changes in 
human activity and tradition from material found within the context of the surroundings in middens. 
Artifacts created by human hands and the remains of food preparation provide the opportunity to 
reconstruct past cultures and the environment in which they existed.  
 
Knowledge gained from understanding past events can be of economic, scientific, and practical 
value today. I'm not an archeologist. My purpose this evening is to show the importance of 
preserving irreplaceable sites, and to briefly introduce you to the Coast Salish Snuneymuxw 
people, who have lived in this area for several thousands of years. And this is, of course, the first 
place name, which is where the name of the city now comes from. 
 
It is from the former sites of their ancient villages that we're gathering relevant information. A 
midden is far more than a garbage dump. The layers of human habitation hold a key to the past. 
The dig or excavation of a site is not unlike removing the layers and skins of an onion. Each 
stratum is peeled back and removed in five-centimetre layers. All features and finds are 
systematically recorded and documented because each site can only be examined once. Every 
ounce of dirt is examined and screened, some through very fine mesh for the tiniest flakes of 
stone or bone.  
 
It is the relationship of where an item is found which is vital to understanding its construction and 
purpose. Each flake of obsidian reveals evidence of trade, perhaps from Squamish or Oregon, 
and tool making methods. The half-finished jade [silt?] may be found in one square of an 
excavation, and the sandstone on which it was being ground near an entrance to a large house 
in the next square at the same level. Dark stains in the stratum of the trench walls left by the 
wooden house posts show the entrance. Without careful recording, their relationship is lost. 
 
These physical remains are significant, unwritten evidence of human development and behaviour, 
tool making, diet, food processing, and adaption to climate changes. Bone analysis at the 
University of Victoria lab, which has an extensive skeleton reference collection of animals which 
extends back as far as 10,000 years, is providing an understanding of food resources and the 
rate of growth and seasonal availability of fish, shellfish, birds, and other wildlife, and hunting 
techniques. 
 
Fishery research has been assisted by new facts from the 1992 Departure Bay dig. Scientific 



findings previously assumed that prehistoric marine resources were untouched. Evidence now 
indicates that people were so adept at fishing and hunting that existing stocks were depleted. 
Thousands of herring bones were found, indicating a large herring fishery and processing activity 
on the bay. 
 
Cause of death and human diets can be ascertained. The evolution and transmission of diseases 
can be studied, and genetic traits tracked by bone analysis. Pollen analysis is a long process and 
expensive, but can be extremely valuable in identifying alterations of plant life and climate 
changes. Burned wood from fires is carbon-14 dated within a useable range, allowing scientists 
a better understanding of the changes in climate and natural resources. Volcanic ash from Crater 
Lake in Oregon is also a great time indicator, it is a veritable time capsule when you're looking at 
a midden that's undisturbed. 
 
It's also interesting to note that although Departure Bay was a significant winter village for the 
Snuneymuxws, and the only one remaining which was occupied by them, that only salvage work 
in 1970 and 1990 had previously been undertaken, and a full analysis of the site had not been 
possible until 1992. Protection of archeological sites is covered by the provincial Heritage 
Conservation Act, which states that: "no person shall knowingly destroy, deface, alter, excavate 
or dig in a North American kitchen midden, shell heap, house pit, cave, or other habitation, site, 
cairn, or fortification including grave sites." And that: "where, in the opinion of the minister, land 
contains a heritage site, he may order a site survey." 
 
Presently, the Nanaimo branch of the Archaeological Association of B.C. is undertaking an 
inventory of the 50 known and several unknown sites within the city. A grant has been received 
from the Heritage Trust to employ a qualified contract archeologist to supervise the project which 
will rely on trained volunteers from the local branch. And many of the people involved are students 
from Malaspina University-College. The study will be of particular benefit to the city planning 
department. When the results are included in their geographical index system, or GIS, the public 
will then be aware of the situation regarding archeological sites prior to their development of their 
property. 
 
The collective name of the five named groups of local Nanaimo people was Snuneymuxw. A 
group of people who spoke the Halkomelem from the Salish language family. They all lived on 
the Nanaimo River during the late summer and fall, when the four of the groups moved to 
Departure Bay. Occupied for over 3,000 years and known as Stlilnup, meaning "deep ground" or 
"tide goes out a long way," it provided the three essentials for a village: water, easy access to 
beach canoes, and an island at the entrance for lookouts. 
 
The fifth group wintered in Nanaimo Harbour. That site was filled prior to 1900. Their territory 
extended along the coast from Neck Point to Boat Harbour, west to the Nanaimo Lakes, and 
included Gabriola and the other islands in the harbour. The Nanaimo Coast Salish stayed within 
these boundaries except when the salmon were running up the Fraser River. And the Fort Langley 
journal of the Hudson's Bay Company records the Cowichan and Nanaimo arriving there in June 
of 1828. 
 
Several families lived together in shed-style houses partitioned by tule or cedar mats. Permanent 
house posts supported horizontal cedar planks, which were removed and placed across canoes 
when the people moved to clan fishing grounds elsewhere. Because only the house poles 
remained when the village was empty during the food gathering periods, it was mistakenly 
concluded that the place was no longer in use by those who were newcomers. 
 



The cedar tree, or the "tree of life" as it was known to them, was used extensively, providing not 
only housing and mobility on the water, but also cooking and storage boxes and baskets, [wires?] 
for rope, and when beaten to a soft, fluff-like substance and woven for clothing. Tools were crafted 
from bone, stone, and wood.  
 
And the earliest paintings in the Nanaimo area, apart from those by the Spanish artists, are by 
two Americans: William McMurtrie, which is although it's dated July 1850, was more probably 
painted in 1857, when he was on the same ship as James Alden, who painted the grave diggers 
at Departure Bay. Another Alden painting in 1859 shows two rows of houses in the bay and the 
village in Nanaimo Harbour. While a photograph taken about the same time shows shed-style 
houses in Nanaimo Harbour on the west side of Cameron Island.  
 
09:38  
 
In 1861, John Christie pre-empted 140 acres on the southwest side of the bay. Christie Street is 
named after him. And also, land was pre-empted by William Hughes. And I would encourage you 
to go to the Nanaimo Museum, there's an excellent display of the diorama and graphic illustration 
of what tools were being used and how the place looked several hundred years ago, at least how 
we think it probably looked. 
 
It's also interesting that there's a growing interest in Europe about the first immigrants to North 
America, and also several Indian societies have been formed. In Asia, especially Japan, the 
history and pre-history of the expansion of Oriental populations is of special interest. And it's 
considered that some of the local peoples may have come across the strait when there were 
islands, by boat or on foot.  
 
There is open land at the foot of the Harewood bluffs, the area below the third Nanaimo 
Chinatown, which is also well represented in the museum. And I'm wondering if perhaps it's time 
to consider a historic dig in Nanaimo, which would be interesting.  
 
Now, there's a large amount of material on the back there including, lent by the museum, the 
archeological report on the 1992 dig. It's two large books full, but I would encourage you to take 
a look at that. And I would also recommend to you Captain Walbran's book on place names for 
some of the earliest names which were given. Departure Bay was by Pemberton. It was felt to be 
a good place to anchor ships. And so, I'm very sorry if I haven't gone into the place names in any 
detail, but John Walbran's a good place to start.  
 
11:46  
 
[tape stops and restarts] 
 
Arthur Leynard 
Ladies and gentlemen, officers of the association, [I was really surprised by this here] program, I 
assure you, I'm quite a stranger to the fellow that's described on here.  
 
It was my understanding that there would be some limit on the time tonight. So, when I started 
making notes, I had in mind a short paper with a short title, something such as: "Surveys and 
Plans of Nanaimo." That did not say much, so I added: "A Series of Notes Listing Some of the 
Better-known Surveys and the Resultant Record Plans of the Nanaimo Area, with Emphasis on 
Mining Maps." And that said too much. 
 



Liselotte, my wife, heard me mumbling and asked what I was writing about. And I said, "I don't 
have a title yet, but it's about old sailing ships and old mine workings." 
 
She suggested, "Do you have a sinking feeling?" And that seemed to cover it. 
 
[laughter from audience] 
 
Surveys and plans of Nanaimo. In 1791, Spanish cartographers in this area were showing the 
name of their base at Nootka as Puerto de la Santa Cruz de Nuca. From there, Don Francisco de 
Eliza, commanding the armed supply ship San Carlos del Porte of 17 guns and accompanied by 
the sloop Santa Saturnina, was surveying and mapping the area of the San Juan Islands and both 
shores of the northwesterly continuation of the Strait of Juan de Fuca. 
 
What is now the Gulf of Georgia was given the name Gran Canal de Nuestra Señora de la 
Rosario. On his 1791 chart of exploration, Eliza showed the north point of Gabriola, and then 
showed the entrances to present day Nanaimo Harbour as Bocas de Winthuysen, named for 
Francisco Javier Winthuysen, a Spanish senior naval officer. This record of Nanaimo Harbour is 
the earliest record I have located. A photocopy of the original chart in Madrid is attached. 
 
On the June 14, 1792, cartographers Dionisio Alcalá Galiano and Cayetano Valdés in the two-
masted schooners Sutil and Mexicana, sailing under the orders of Commander Alexandro 
Malaspina, temporarily at the Nootka base, dropped anchor in the bay on the west side of Gabriola 
Island and opposite Nanaimo. They named the shelter Cala del Descanso. This name was added 
to the name Bocas de Winthuysen when the 1792 chart was made showing their explorations.  
 
Leaving Descanso Bay a few days after, they crossed the Gulf of... to English Bay and were there 
when Lieutenant George Vancouver and Lieutenant Broughton arrived in the Discovery and 
the Chatham on June 22, 1792. Months later, after joint exploration and the meeting at Nootka, 
the Spanish 1792 chart was to carry the name Isla de Quadra y Vancouver.  
 
At some point between 1792 and 1852, the admiralty or Hudson's Bay Company traders had 
adopted the name Nanymo Bay, N-A-N-Y-M-O, from the Indian name Snuneymuxw. In his formal 
letter of instruction of August 24, 1852, to Joseph McKay, James Douglas used the place name 
of Winthuysen Inlet, commonly known as Nanymo Bay, N-A-N-Y-M-O.  
 
Land surveyor Pemberton had arrived from England on the Norman Morrison in 1851 at Victoria 
as the Hudson's Bay Company surveyor. He was a member of the exploratory party led by James 
Douglas to Winthuysen Inlet in August 1852. On August 27, 1852, Joseph Despard Pemberton 
and his assistant, Benjamin William Pearce, came as members of the first development party 
under Joseph William McKay to occupy the waterfront. 
 
Nanaimo's first surveyor established his camp near the mouth of the Millstone River and near the 
future intersection of Bridge Street and Comox Road, known later as Pemberton's Encampment. 
He made a preliminary survey of the harbour and then extended his survey inland. By October 5, 
1852, James Douglas and the Company had adopted the name Nanaimo, N-A-N-A-I-M-O, in the 
form proposed by Joseph Pemberton. 
 
18:21  
 
Captain Provost in HMS Virago continued the harbour survey started by Pemberton and 
completed the plan. In 1858, Joseph Pemberton was engaged in land survey work on the east 



side of Vancouver Island and noted that there were 50 to 60 buildings at Nanaimo. Captain 
Richards of HMS Plumper from 1854 to 1860 was engaged in coastal surveys of the east side of 
Vancouver Island and anchored at Nanaimo while working in this part of the island. In 1861, 
Captain Richards and his crew were transferred to HMS Hecate and surveyed Nanaimo Harbour. 
The chart was published in 1862. It showed town and dock development and the location of the 
Douglas shaft and adit. Harbour soundings were shown in feet.  
 
A map of the Nanaimo country covering four districts of eastern Vancouver Island was compiled 
and published in 1860 by R. d'Heureuse, civil engineer, of Victoria.  The lithography was done in 
Berlin. 
 
Dr. James Hector was responsible for a plan of Nanaimo showing the coal mines. As a member 
of the 1860 government exploring expedition under the command of Captain J. Palliser, 
Explorations in British North America, information was drawn from records of the Hudson's Bay 
Company, from manager C.S. Nicol, and from original research of Dr. Hector in 1860. 
 
On May 19, 1863, a geological sketch map of Nanaimo was made as Number 5 Plan at one inch 
to one mile. From the 1866 survey of Messrs. Mohun and Farwell, civil engineers, an official map 
was deposited in the land registry office at Victoria. The name George Deverill is associated with 
the preparation of a Nanaimo lot plan. I'm not sure that it was that plan, I believe it was. 
 
James Richardson of the geological survey department made the first intensive examination of 
the coal fields on the east side of Vancouver Island over a five-year period. His reports were filed 
for the years: 1871 to '72, 1872 to '73, '76 to '77, and included mapping at one inch to four miles.  
 
On April 22, 1884, the Vancouver Coal Mining and Land Company bought the Lascelles 
Harewood estate and the Harewood Mine from a bank in receivership, and in 1891, the New 
Vancouver Coal Mining and Land Company published a new land sales map showing the 
subdivision of the Harewood area.  
 
A.R. Heyland, provincial land surveyor, completed in 1894 a detailed survey of the central area 
of Nanaimo, the "Old City." And this map was deposited in the land registry office at Victoria under 
the City of Nanaimo Official Map Act 1895, as Plan 584. 
 
Blueprints, and then Ozalid prints of tracings of the large map in sections in book form for 
convenience, were made available for general office use. I think the first large-scale map of the 
city of Nanaimo, at least covering the area of 584, was a coal company map. Coal Mines and 
Land Company. I know that when our copies wore out, we had to get them from the coal company 
office, and this was a good many years after the official map was made. But they were still holding 
the original drawings. 
 
23:15  
 
After many lot divisions and individual lot surveys over the years, the City of Nanaimo prepared 
plans of each block, showing the revised lot and survey plan numbers and lot dimensions. These 
were convenience plans only; they were not plans signed by a B.C. land surveyor. A block plan 
could then be duplicated in a few minutes. Land subdivision plans, as deposited in the land 
registry office for the newer areas, are still available in original form.  
 
HMS Egeria under the command of Captain Parry was engaged in coastal survey work. I don't 
have a date for that survey work. For hydrographic and geodetic elevation control, senior 



governments undertook accurate and extensive benchmark surveys through the Island area. The 
City of Nanaimo installed a system of benchmarks for their own use.  
 
The Department of Mines Canada in 1914 published Geology of the Nanaimo Map Area by 
Charles H. Clapp, with bibliography and four map sheets at one inch to one mile. On the wall, the 
two highly-coloured maps are from that report. Copies of that geological report are quite rare now, 
I think. Fortunately, I had one, and if I'm not mistaken, the City of Nanaimo has one. 
 
Starting in 1885, the fire insurance underwriters were responsible for the preparation of fire 
insurance plans in hard cover form, showing the lot lines of city maps; and on the lot patterns, the 
perimeters of buildings existing at the time of publication, the colour of the building indicating the 
construction material. Locations of the books of plans for Nanaimo, central area only, are as 
follows: Plan Book 1885, Sanborn Map and Publishing Company in New York, two sheets; an 
original set one inch to 50 feet, is held at the University of British Columbia.  
 
In 1895, there was a publication by C.E. Goad, London, England, 3 sheets. There's a copy now 
at the British Museum map room. And Simon Fraser ordered a copy, and I believe they have one 
in their files. In 1909, a series of maps were published by C.E. Goad, Toronto, 25 sheets. There 
is one available, or at least there is one, in the British Museum map room. The last one that I 
know of was published in 1920; reproduced in 1938; revised 1941; revised 1951. There's a copy 
at the Vancouver B.C. Insurance Underwriters' Association offices. And I think the City of Nanaimo 
hold one at City Hall. If they don't have it there, it was turned over to the museum. 
 
Starting about 1860, record drawings were made of the underground extent of the coal mines of 
Nanaimo. Until about 1960, these working drawings, often extended on a daily basis by the mine 
surveyors, were retained as permanent records by each mining company. The underground 
surveys were controlled by surveys tied into the land title maps. This 
prevented encroachment near lot lines and flooding from abandoned workings. The surveyors 
recorded elevations as well as locations. 
 
When the Nanaimo Canadian Collieries engineering and surveying office at the Number One 
shaft was closed, the working plans for the Nanaimo area were stored at the Union Bay office of 
the company. Some of the plans became water damaged. After mine abandonment plans had 
been checked and approved by the inspector of the B.C. Department of Mines, and by Dr. J. 
Muller of the Vancouver office of the Geological Survey of Canada, the working drawings were of 
little use to the mining companies and presented a storage problem. 
 
At that point, Nanaimo did not have a museum. Plans were underway, but they weren't accepting 
storage items of that type. Dr. Muller, while still working in Nanaimo on the final records of the 
mine workings, contacted Mr. Jack Anderson, senior engineering technician for the Corporation 
of the City of Nanaimo and formerly assistant to Mr. Austin Wright, Canadian Collieries mine 
surveyor. Dr. Muller asked if the City would be interested in keeping the original working plans of 
the local mines for future reference, and asked if the City could provide a suitable dry storage 
space.  
 
Jack Anderson relayed this opportunity to the city engineer, who in turn obtained council approval 
for their storage on a permanent loan basis. Mr. S.V. Isaacson, vice-president of Canadian 
Collieries Resources Limited, Vancouver, and a resident for many years of Nanaimo, wrote to the 
mayor and council on August 2, 1965, setting forth the conditions under which the company would 
leave the plans with the corporation. In general, the conditions included: safe, dry storage on a 
permanent loan basis; all available plans of this nature to be included; the City to be able to use 



the plans for engineering purposes; the B.C. Department of Mines to have access to them; the 
Department of Mines Canada and Geological Survey to have access to them. 
 
On August 6, 1965, Mayor Maffeo wrote to Mr. Isaacson, giving full approval to the proposal. Dr. 
Muller and William Frew of C.C. Resources delivered 25 rolled plans for storage in the engineering 
plan vault. And some of these plans were 6 by 12 feet, something like that, cloth backed.  
 
On September 24, 1965, most of these plans were taken to the Howe Street office of the 
Geological Survey of Canada and used there by Dr. J. Muller. On July 28, 1966, the 25 plans 
were listed and again stored in the city's engineering plan vault by city engineer Leynard. 
Additional mine plans were left with the curator of the new museum. Approximately 108 bore hole 
maps, abandonment maps, progress maps, and general maps are on file with the office of the 
B.C. inspector of mines, Victoria. 
 
32:05  
 
Six photocopies of early maps and geological sketches, taken from mining plans filed at Victoria, 
were filed in the engineering plan vault of the City Hall on June 20, 1972, under file planning 
[inaudible].  
 
About 1976, city council of Nanaimo approved a program of installing a line of sight network of 
permanent survey monuments at, or near, the intersection of street centre lines in preparation for 
the registration of the city as an integrated survey area. This meant that after the date of 
registration by the government, all legal land surveys done in the city would have to provide survey 
area map coordinates for recording new work. Nanaimo was registered as an integrated survey 
area, No. 20. 
 
In January 1979, Mr. Douglas Pelly, professional engineer of Island Geotechnical Services, was 
commissioned by the City of Nanaimo and the B.C. Ministry of Mines and Petroleum Resources 
to gather existing information on the extent of the abandoned coal mines in the Nanaimo area, 
and to present it in relation to the surface topography and street patterns in the form of a series 
of map sheets which could be reproduced. Three of those maps are on the wall at the front.  
 
This contract included a study of abandonment plans filed by local mine owners with the B.C. 
Ministry of Mines Inspection Branch, and other available plans photographically reducing the best 
ones to a common scale of 1 inch to 500 feet. These reductions were then matched to one another 
and to surface topographic features. The mine working outlines and the location of shafts and 
slope entries were then transferred onto topography sheets. It's one thing to survey down below, 
and the work can be very accurate, but if it's not tied into the surface legal survey control, then 
much of the use is lost. 
 
This was one of the difficult parts that Douglas Pelly faced. Due to a lack of accuracy and 
completeness of underground surveys and measurements dating back over 100 years and made 
under difficult conditions, the accuracy of the map compilation naturally cannot be guaranteed. 
However, the maps provide a remarkably good record. A report prepared by Mr. Pelly states that 
the maps are intended and should be used as a guide only. This map record was presented to 
the City of Nanaimo on August 30, 1979. Photocopies of the report and plans are available for 
counter use at the Franklin Street municipal offices. 
 
There are plans of this sort showing the locations of the approximately 50 shafts and adits, entries 
to the underground workings, which I had attached to this book a few years ago, and coupled with 



those, some prints of the geological plan. And if you're interested in taking this record with you, 
please take one each of the plans that are at the side. 
 
Questions have been asked about the policy of the City regarding proposed buildings and mine 
locations. And included in this booklet of 1982 is a short description of the policy. "Present policy 
of the City of Nanaimo regarding proposed buildings and mine locations is to screen each 
application, either at the time of plan presentation to the design panel or at the time of permit 
application." When this was written, single-family homes were excluded. Now, no building is 
excluded. They check every building permit that comes across the counter. "The policy is to offer 
whatever mine information the City has, to require professional opinion and design to be provided 
by the applicant to the extent required, and to require a covenant to be registered against the title 
of the property in favour of the City, effective in the event of any claim by the owner resulting from 
settlement of the property." 
 
The policy of the provincial government, at least when this was written, '82, regarding the condition 
of old mine properties is to "make sure that all situations of obvious public hazard are corrected."  
 
Thanks very much. 
 
[applause] 
 
38:55  
 
Pamela Mar 
Don't think you're going to get away without some questions, Arthur. 
 
Arthur Leynard 
OK, thank you. 
 
Pamela Mar 
Because I'm sure there are some. I'm going to start anyway with a couple of short questions for 
you. You mentioned about the City putting up some benchmarks for when they're doing maps - 
where are they? Roughly? Or where are some of them? Because I've sort of looked around, I've 
been used very often when I'm walking to seeing a nice little pyramid sticking up somewhere that 
has a thing on it. And you measure from there. I haven't come across any in Nanaimo, but maybe 
I've walked in the wrong places.  
 
Arthur Leynard 
The earliest that I remember go back to the time of the sanitary sewer installations in the Old City, 
which was about First War, I think. And I don't know whether you may have noticed the odd one 
that was left, but it was a piece of vitrified pipe sticking out of the ground, about that big, filled with 
concrete and an iron bolt head.    
 
Pamela Mar 
That’s what they are. 
 
Arthur Leynard 
That was the first type. And then later on, we put in underground monuments, benchmarks. And 
I think in the integrated survey scheme, I think levels were taken on top of those underground 
survey monuments, really. But used as benchmarks too. They may have run an additional 
network, I'm not sure. There used to be a brass bolt in the foreshore, right in front of the old post 



office downtown. And that was, I think, set by the geodetic survey people, a marine survey. And 
the Nanaimo benchmark grid was tied into that brass bolt. I like to think it's still there, but I haven't 
looked. 
 
Pamela Mar 
I'll have to keep my eyes open. 
 
Arthur Leynard 
It may be covered over now. 
 
Pamela Mar 
Are there any questions for Arthur on the maps? Mack has one. 
 
[Mack] 
When the early pioneers bought land, did they buy the right to the coal that might be underneath 
or any minerals that might be under the… 
 
Arthur Leynard 
I can't answer for all the purchases, but generally, land was purchased from the coal company. Is 
this the era you're referring to? The early purchases? And the coal company, during the change-
over of title, the coal company reserved mineral rights in this area. And, as far as I know, this 
continued on to maybe ten years ago, I'm not sure. And then Canadian Collieries, and all the 
related companies, by that time abandoned their rights in this area. And the only rights they 
retained on the Island that I know of were up north of Courtenay somewhere. Maybe somebody 
else can answer you. 
 
[Mack] 
There wasn't a time when the coal company could buy the underground rights? 
 
Pamela Mar 
The coal company or their purchasers, Mack? 
 
[Mack] 
Well, before the coal company did their geological survey, somebody knew where the coal was, 
I'd imagine. 
 
Arthur Leynard 
Just the Indians.  
 
[Mack] 
Did anybody buy at that time? And if they bought at that time, did they have the right to the mineral 
rights? 
 
Arthur Leynard 
There was a very unsettled time when the Colony was established, the Colony of Vancouver 
Island, and there was growing interest on the Mainland. James Douglas, looking after the interest 
primarily of the Hudson's Bay Company, although he had other hats to wear by that time, first of 
all, decided to buy this 12 miles of Nanaimo waterfront from the Colony, from the Crown. And 
money, as far as I know, was placed in trust for the new colony. This was to provide public works 
and one thing and another, I suppose.  
 



Just to be a little more sure, he had a meeting with the local Indian people and for, maybe 
somebody can tell me, 600 blankets?, more or less, there was a deed signed by two or three 
score of the local Indians, saying that they were giving their right of the land to the Hudson's Bay 
Company. The Hudson's Bay Company generally were a fur trading people, but for money, 
monetary reasons, they got involved in a little coal mining, and that's what brought them to 
Nanaimo. And prior to Nanaimo, to Fort Rupert.  
 
And they, the Hudson's Bay Company, were only interested in Nanaimo until about 1960 [1860], 
and then they sold out to a special company that was created in England, the Vancouver Coal 
Mining and Land Company, who got into the subdivision deal as well as coal mining. And then 
when the property was sold in the city, in the Old City here, and in Harewood, certainly they 
reserved the mineral rights in the name of the coal company. 
 
Pamela Mar 
I think Peggy had something to add about the Fiddicks who had some private land with coal on 
it. 
 
Peggy Nicholls? 
I do. The Fiddick family owned their own mine on their farm. 
 
Arthur Leynard 
It's out at Chase River? 
 
Peggy Nicholls? 
Yes. That, of course, is outside of Nanaimo. Part of our own family had a mine at the mouth of 
the Nanaimo River, it was on the Frew farm. And they had their own mine. 
 
Arthur Leynard 
[Frew, eh?] 
 
Peggy Nicholls? 
Yes. But, what about the Loudon one at... 
 
Arthur Leynard 
You mean that they had the coal rights? 
 
Peggy Nicholls? 
Yes. 
 
Arthur Leynard 
I don't know whether they... I've not heard. 
 
Peggy Nicholls? 
I found it in the... 
 
Arthur Leynard 
I've not come across it on my research. They either had the coal rights, or they were still under 
license to the Hudson's Bay Company to mine, which they, the Hudson's Bay Company did, is 
they did issue licenses to mine. 



 
46:20  
 
[unidentified female audience member] 
What about the property that we have now? The coal rights belong to David Hoggan. It's on our 
agreement with the City. The underground coal rights belong to David Hoggan. Well, how would 
that come about? Did he buy his from the Hudson's Bay Company? 
 
Arthur Leynard 
I don't know. It could probably be researched through the land registry office in Victoria. The land 
title office. I'm sorry, I don't know that. 
 
[unidentified female audience member] 
I just wondered how the name would've come off of it? 
 
Arthur Leynard 
Sure. 
 
Pamela Mar 
I hope that gives you something Mack, anyway. Anymore questions? Daphne? 
 
Daphne Paterson 
Have you been in any of the old Hudson's Bay Company mines? 
 
Arthur Leynard 
One. Under Comox Road. I didn't stay. There was no timber or anything, it was just open. So, it 
was just a case of saying I'd been in one and got out of there. 
 
Pamela Mar 
Barbara at the back? 
 
[Barbara?] 
How is it that some people were able to retain the coal rights? 
 
Pamela Mar 
How could some people retain the coal rights? 
 
Arthur Leynard 
Is there a lawyer in the audience?  
 
[laughter] 
 
Arthur Leynard 
I don't know, honestly. 
 
Pamela Mar 
John, I think may have some knowledge. 
 
[John?] 
It was 1872, I believe, if a family owned a piece of property, they had the mineral rights. After that, 
if the land was bought, then you had to surrender the mineral rights. I'm thinking of Gabriola Island 



there. The Jankowski Point was bought as a package, and they were distinctly told that they would 
not have the mineral rights because they would be retained. And so, anybody that has a lot at 
Jankowski Point does not have the mineral rights. Inspector Claude Campbell, who lived a little 
way down the island, had the mineral rights because he bought from a person who owned the 
land before 1872. So, I imagine the same [regulations]... 
 
48:55  
 
[recording ends] 


